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Well, September’s here! We’re not sure
about you, but we’re not ready to let go
of summer yet! September kicks off
apple picking (and baking!), and
beautiful sunflowers blooming in the
beautiful sunrises.
Our Infant room is growing again. We
are so blessed to have Ivy’s (Jr. Pre) twin
brother and sister, Amos and Lilah join
us this month! We had Ivy as a tiny baby
2 years ago!
Quinn is up and moving and trying to
crawl! She’ll be moving to Waddlers midSeptember so she has more space to
move! Madeline is scooting and can say
Mama and Dada and is working on
turning pages in our books! Roy is
scooting and Marty (our two cousins!)
are trying to crawl. Roy loves to giggle
with Madeline, who both can find the
most unusual things to be funny! Owen
loves to sit in the bumbo circle of friends
as we play the babble game. Nina likes
tummy time by the mirror with Sophia!
Both of them have very important things
to say to each other. Sophia can roll over
and scoot to reach the toys she wants!
Santiago loves to play in the exersaucers

and toys with his friends. He has a
contagious smile!
In Waddlers, Carl will celebrate his 1st
birthday on September 20th. Happy
Birthday, Carl!! Carl loves to eat and roll
the toy trucks around with Landon!
Landon loves to wave and say Mama,
Dada, Bye-Bye, and BaBa. He and Carl
will ‘graduate’ to Jr. Toddlers when the
infant twins come. We’ll miss both of
them but we know they’ll have fun!
Olivia loves to wave and talk. She loves
turning pages for us as we read books
and copies our mouth movement as we
sing our songs! Caleb and Olivia are
buddies! Caleb loves elephants and
crawling in the tunnel, under beds, and
rolling trucks with Landon!
Waddlers need light hooded jackets and
soft shoes (Robeez style are great for
this age!) They will go outside
occasionally when weather permits! Also
sippy cups are great for training as they
begin to train on finger foods and
eventually transition to school lunches
(usually at 11-12 months).
We hope you all have a blessed month
and still enjoy summer! We love our
Funshine families!
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